Comfort - Living - Pleasure

BRERA

Fashion Café is located in Via San Marco, a short
distance from the historically famed Brera Beautiful
Arts Academy, in a building designed by Vico
Magistretti in the 1950s which is surrounded by
a host of exhibition galleries, art workshops, and
some of the most prestigious design showrooms
internationally.
Large windows are at the feet of the rationalist
building, with a short arcade of shops connecting
Via Solferino. The building faces the parvis of the
San Marco Cathedral, which dates back to the
13th century, in the heart of the San Marco district
of Brera made up of Via Plaermo, Via Statuto, Via
Pontaccio and Via Solferino, the continuation of Via
Brera.
As a leading nightlife hangout during the ‘80s, today,
like then, it is frequented by an international and
sophisticated clientele with an uncompromising
attitude to lifestyle comforts.
If one fixes an appointment in the heart of the art
district, checking in at Fashion Café today still
gifts the emotions lived in “Milano da bere”, the
internationally celebrated golden drinking years of
Milan.

In the heart of the Brera district,
Fashion Café is an exclusive
and sophisticated location in
downtown Milan.

MILANESE EASY
CHIC EXPERIENCE
Fashion Café is a cocktail lounge and restaurant
with an established reputation in Milan’s high-end
hospitality scene. Conceived by owners Guido
Cancellieri and Stefano Graziani as an easy yet chic
setting, with an international vibe based on Milanese
roots. Ideal for a quick lunch, dinner with friends or
a candle-lit appointment, a cocktail or an evening
of fantastic tunes. A trusted haunt for those local
cosmopolitans and international jet-setters seeking
an alternative to the now standardized mainstream,
“be-seen-in”, label-frenzied establishments, now
typically associated with fashion capitals, and
identify that genuine place filled with other likeminded movers.
With a dedication to quality in every area from
the selection of furnishings to the restaurant
menu, cocktail and champagne lists. Open daily
from the morning to the early hours of the night,
it excellently represents the extraordinary mix of
factors at the base of Milanese living: refined taste,
lifestyle, design, fashion, energy, cosmopolitism, and
curiosity.

Size
150 MQ
Capacity
130 people
60 seats

DEHORS

The outside spaces are ample and conceived to
be used throughout the whole year. The simple
and charming dehors facing the San Marco
Cathedral offer a breathtaking view of the cathedral
surrounded by its trees. The space at the entrance
to the arcade offer the clientele a cosy lounge feel
outside during all seasons.

Outside spaces conceived to be used
throughout the whole year, immersed within
the historical art gallery and design streets.
Size
100 MQ
80 seats

SERVICES

The ideal setting to organize a lunch,
an evening experience with fine dining
and after dinner drinks.

Cocktail Lounge
Lunch and Dinner
Exhibition and Launch Events
DJ Sets and Live Music
Fashion Café is a location that is alive throughout the day, from midday
with lunch until early evening with aperitif, dinner and after dinner drinks in
the lounge bar. A warm and elegant setting where you can enjoy a culinary
experience at lunch adapted to the pace of contemporary life.
A location to unwind after a working day, and relax in an exclusive and special
setting, where a refined selection of spirits and drinks specially mixed by our
bartenders, inspired by the best old school American traditions with a twist
and identity decisively Italian, can be sampled.
At Fashion Café events can be organized mixing the setting and our services.
We offer a location of an exception level, impeccable service, and original
food & drink formulas.

RESTAURANT

Seating 60
inside
Seating 80
outside

Fashion Café’s culinary experience is refined, with
a solid Mediterranean base, and the kitchen lead
by Salvatore Biondo, a chef with a consolidated
reputation in the Milanese fine dining space. Chef
Biondi personally follows the end-to-end process
from selection of ingredients to presentation of
dishes, and creates exquisite variations of our
traditional recipes.
The wine list is an ample selection of various Italian
and foreign treasures, of which some labels are
from the biodynamic wine producing niche.

PARTNERS

We offer our clientele the leading
beverage and cafeteria brands.

INFORMATION

Fashion Café Lounge & Restaurant is situated in Via San Marco 1
For Information:
www.fashioncafe.it
info@fashioncafe.it
Tel. +39 02 65 72 021
Opening Hours
Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday
10.00 - 02.00
Thursday – Friday
10.00 - 03.00
Saturday
17.30 - 03.00
Sunday
12.00 - 02.00

